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Abstract
We have successfully adapted and extended the automatic Multilingual, Interoperable Named Entity Lexicon approach toArabic, using
Arabic WordNet (AWN) and Arabic Wikipedia (AWK). First, we extract AWN’s instantiable nouns and identify the corresponding
categories and hyponym subcategories in AWK. Then, we exploit Wikipedia inter-lingual links to locate correspondences between
articles in ten different languages in order to identify Named Entities (NEs). We apply keyword search on AWK abstracts to provide for
Arabic articles that do not have a correspondence in any of the other languages. In addition, we perform a post-processing step to fetch
further NEs from AWK not reachable through AWN. Finally, we investigate diacritization using matching with geonames databases,
MADA-TOKAN tools and different heuristics for restoring vowel marks of Arabic NEs. Using this methodology, we have extracted
approximately 45,000 Arabic NEs and built, to the best of ourknowledge, the largest, most mature and well-structured Arabic NE lexical
resource to date. We have stored and organised this lexicon following the Lexical Markup Framework (LMF) ISO standard. We conduct
a quantitative and qualitative evaluation of the lexicon against a manually annotated gold standard and achieve precision scores from
95.83% (with 66.13% recall) to 99.31% (with 61.45% recall) according to different values of a threshold.

1. Introduction
MINELex (Multilingual, Interoperable Named Entity Lex-
icon)1 (Toral, 2009) contains Named Entities (NEs) for En-
glish, Italian and Spanish which are connected to general-
domain lexicons (English WordNet, Spanish WordNet and
the Italian SIMPLE-CLIPS) and two ontologies (SUMO
and SIMPLE), in a format compliant with the ISO Lexi-
cal Markup Framework (LMF) (Francopoulo et al., 2009)
standard in order to facilitate interoperability with other re-
sources and tools. The NE lexicon was automatically de-
rived by following a methodology that combines three in-
gredients: Language Resources (LRs), Web 2.0 and rep-
resentation standards. MINELex contains 974,567 NEs
for English, 137,583 for Spanish and 125,806 for Italian.
Its knowledge has been applied to validate questions re-
garding NEs in a state-of-the-art Question Answering sys-
tem (Ferrández et al., 2007), providing a 28% increment in
accuracy. Its methodology is used in PANACEA2 to create
repositories which can store different pieces of information
acquired and merged with new or legacy data.
In this paper we apply the MINELex methodology to Ara-
bic, a Semitic language, to empirically prove the generic
nature of the approach. The resources used are the Ara-
bic WordNet (AWN) (Rodrı́guez et al., 2008; Elkateb et al.,
2006) and the Arabic Wikipedia (AWK)3.
AWN was constructed according to the methods and
techniques used in the development of Princeton Word-
Net for English (PWN) (Fellbaum, 1998) and EuroWord-
Net (Vossen, 1998). It utilizes SUMO as an interlingua
to link AWN to previously developed WordNets. This en-
sured that the overall topology of the wordnets is similar
and a high degree of correspondence and compatibility is
achieved. It also enables the translation on the lexical level

1http://www.ilc.cnr.it/ne-repository
2http://panacea-lr.eu
3http://ar.wikipedia.org

from Arabic to English and other languages included in Eu-
roWordNet. AWN consists of 11,269 synsets containing a
total of 23,481 Arabic expressions. This number includes
1,142 NEs which were extracted automatically and checked
by the lexicographers.
Wikipedia (WK) is a freely-available online multilingual
encyclopedia built by a large number of contributors. Cur-
rently WK is published in 269 languages, with each lan-
guage varying in the number of articles and the average
size (number of words) of articles. Wikipedia contains
additional information that proved to be helpful for lin-
guistic processing such as a category taxonomy and cross-
referencing. Each article in WK is assigned a category and
may be also linked to equivalent articles in other languages
through what is called ”interwiki links”. It also contains
”disambiguation pages” for resolving the ambiguity related
to names that are spelt the same. AWK has about 104,000
articles (as of September 20094) compared to 3.1 million
articles in the English Wikipedia. Arabic is ranked 20th

among all languages included in the Wikipedia, and it also
has a high growth rate. From September 2007 to Septem-
ber 2008 it grew by almost 100% and in September 2009 it
grew further by over 30%.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2
surveys the related work. Section 3 describes our method-
ology, which is evaluated in section 4. Finally, we present
the conclusions and outline future work.

2. Background
NEs are a crucial factor in the improvement of Information
Retrieval, Machine Translation, and Question-Answering
systems (Gey, 2000); (Abuleil, 2004), as well as in parallel
text processing and alignment of parallel corpora (Samy et
al., 2005). One obvious reason for the importance of NEs is

4http://stats.wikimedia.org/EN/
TablesWikipediaAR.htm
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their pervasiveness. (Benajiba and Rosso, 2007) found that
NEs constituted 11% of their corpus, and (Gey, 2000) sug-
gested that 30% of content words are proper names. Statis-
tics from the Penn Arabic Treebank (ATB) confirm the high
frequency of NEs in texts. The ATB consists of 23,611 sen-
tences, 553,363 words, and 428,761 content words (nouns,
verbs, adjectives and adverbs). The number of NEs in the
ATB reaches 54,398 which is 10% of the overall words and
13% of the content-bearing words.
NEs in Arabic are particularly challenging as Arabic is a
morphologically-rich and case-insensitive language. NE
Recognition in many other languages relies heavily on cap-
ital letters as an important feature of proper names. In Ara-
bic there is no such distinction. In Arabic cliticized con-
junctions and prepositions can be attached to the base form,
further masking the NE, as shown by the following exam-
ples:

• Person: 	àA 	K

@ ú


	̄ ñ»ð wa-kuwfy a֓nān, “and Kofi An-
nan”

• Location: QÔg

B@ QjJ. Ë AK. bi-’l-bah. r al- a֓h. mar, “in The

Red Sea”
• Organization:

�èY j��J ÖÏ @ Õ×

C Ëð wa-lil- u֓mam al-

muttah. idati, “and to The United Nations”

Most of the literature on Arabic NEs concentrates on NE
recognition (Maloney and Niv, 1998); (Abuleil, 2004);
(Mesfar, 2007); (Farber et al., 2008); (Benajiba and Rosso,
2007); (Benajiba et al., 2008); (Shaalan and Raza, 2009);
(Elsebai et al., 2009). NE Extraction is viewed largely as a
subset of the task of NE Recognition. Most of the previous
work uses data from bilingual dictionaries, lexicons or just
simple lists of proper names. (Benajiba and Rosso, 2007)
developed an annotated corpus (ANERcorp) collected from
various news websites and the AWK. They also manually
compiled gazetteers (ANERgazet) for location, person and
organization names that contained about 4,500 NEs.
(Shaalan and Raza, 2009) compiled gazetteers of NEs col-
lected from annotated corpora such as the ACE and ATB,
from a database provided by government organizations and
from Internet resources. The size if the database is presum-
ably huge, yet due to the extremely heterogeneous nature
of the sources and the lack of a detailed taxonomy, it can-
not be considered as a standard language resource. Simi-
larly (Benajiba et al., 2008) tried to make up for the lack
of Arabic NE lexical resources by including hand-crafted
gazetteers for person, location and organization names, and
then semi-automatically enriched the location gazetteer us-
ing the AWK, taking the page labelled ”Countries of the
world” as a starting point to crawl AWK and retrieve loca-
tion names. The resulting list went through manual valida-
tion to ensure quality.
(Alkhalifa and Rodrı́guez, 2009) presented an approach to
automatically attaching 3,854 Arabic NEs to English NEs
using AWN, PWN, AWK and EWP as knowledge sources.
Their approach is quite different as they start with an En-
glish NE collected from the PWN and EWP and try to ob-
tain the Arabic counterpart from the AWK. Therefore they
cannot capture Arabic NEs that have been originally com-
piled in Arabic and have no English equivalent. The AWK
grows constantly and translation does not always keep pace.

Our approach is more intuitive and linguistically motivated
as we conduct the NE extraction cycle using Arabic re-
sources. Using our methodology we have already extracted
974,567, 137,583 and 125,806 NEs for English, Spanish
and Italian respectively (Toral, 2009). Judging by the size
of the AWK we expect to be able to extract 35,000 Arabic
NEs, which will be the largest mature and well-structured
Arabic NE lexical resource to date. This lexical resource
will be conducive to research on NE identification in unre-
stricted texts. Moreover, as the method is fully automated,
the number of NEs will grow with the growth of AWK.
The applicability of LMF to Arabic has been the object of
recent studies, such as the representation of HPSG-based
syntactic lexicons (Loukil et al., 2007) and inflectional
paradigms of verbs (Khemakhem et al., 2007). This pa-
per will contribute to the application of LMF to Arabic by
studying the formalisation of NEs.

3. Methodology
In this section we describe the different phases of our
methodology and for each of them explain the challenges
posed by Arabic and the decisions taken to tackle them.
We begin by identifying the nouns of AWN that can in-
stantiate NEs, these are mapped to the corresponding AWK
categories. Then we identify which of the articles of these
categories are NEs, these are extracted, connected to AWN
and inserted in the NE repository. In a subsequent post-
processing step further NEs are acquired by exploiting
inter-lingual links. Finally the NEs acquired are diacritised.
A schema depicting the overall process is presented in fig-
ure 1.

Figure 1: Method diagram

The following subsections cover in detail each of the
phases.

3.1. Mapping

The first step consists of identifying the senses of AWN
that can be extended with NEs. In other words, we are
interested in instantiable nouns. Neither AWN nor PWN
contain explicit information regarding the instantiability of
their senses but both contain instance relations. Thus, we
can obtain the set of instantiated nouns5. This set is built
as a union of the instantiated synsets of both resources. In
order to obtain the synsets from AWN that correspond to
the instantiated synsets in PWN, we use the connections of

5If a synset is instantiated, it is instantiable.
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AWN that link to the synsets of the former. Finally, we re-
cursively add the hyponyms of the instantiable synsets to
the set6.
Following this, we obtain 384 instantiated synsets for AWN
and 1,475 for PWN. The union of both sets contains 1,572
synsets, corresponding to 1,187 nouns (866 monosemous
and 321 polysemous).
This set of nouns is then mapped to the categories of AWK.
These mappings are obtained by comparing (string match-
ing) the lemmas of the nouns to those of the categories. In
order to do this, the categories of AWK are lemmatised with
MADA+TOKAN (Habash and Rambow, 2005).
We obtain a mapping for 309 of the 866 monosemous
nouns (35.68%) and for 173 of the 321 polysemous ones
(53.89%), i.e. 40.6% of the whole set are mapped.

3.2. Extraction and Identification

Once the mapping has been established, we extract the arti-
cles from the mapped categories and their hyponym subcat-
egories. In order to identify which of the subcategories are
hyponyms we define a set of regular-expression-like pat-
terns which can also hold Part-of-Speech tags. In the case
of Arabic we have found out that just a very simple pattern
(the name of the category followed by space and any string)
is enough:

• ˆcategory_ , e.g. recognises the subcategories�é�J
�
	�m.Ì'@ I. �k 	àñ�J
�AJ
� “politicians by nationality”

and 	àñ �J
 	K A ¢ �
QK. 	àñ �J
 �A J
 � “British politicians” as
hyponyms of the category	àñ�J
�AJ
� “politicians”.

Administrative categories (categories with the string
“ AK
YJ
�. J
ºK
ð wiykiybiydyāa” (Wikipedia)) are discarded as
they pertain to meta content and administrative purposes
rather than real content.
Subsequently, we extract the articles that belong to the
mapped categories (and subcategories) and identify which
of them are NEs. For English, Italian and Spanish we re-
lied on capitalisation norms that apply to these languages,
i.e. that proper nouns (NEs) begin with capital letters while
common nouns do not. As Arabic does not follow these
rules we propose to take advantage of the inter-lingual links
of WK (links that connect equivalent entries in different
languages) in order to circumvent the issue; for each ex-
tracted article from AWK, we obtain the corresponding ar-
ticles in a set of ten languages7 that follow these norms.
However, this covers only 62.5% of AWK’s articles.

3.2.1. Abstract Keyword Searching
Relying on the capitalization of the interlingual-links isan
effective method of validation, but when only 62.5% of the
Arabic articles have links to other languages, this means
that 37.5% of the entries have no chance at all of being de-
tected or included in the NE repository. Therefore, in order
to improve recall, we consider two other heuristics for vali-
dation: keyword searching in the AWK article abstract and
looking up a database of geographical names (geonames).

6If a synset is instantiable, its hyponyms are instantiable.
7Catalan, Dutch, English, French, Italian, Norwegian, Por-

tuguese, Romanian, Spanish, Swedish

The geonames list is described in Section 3.4.1, and here
we describe the process of keyword searching.
The AWK dump site8 provides an abstract file. This is an
XML file that includes all the titles of the entries followed
by a short description of the entry. This file was found to be
very useful. For the entries for which there are no interlin-
gual links we use, as a back-off method, keyword searching
in the abstract file. We developed a regular expression that
looks into the abstract for hints (or keywords) that have a
high likelihood that the entry is talking about a person or
a location. We limited the method only to these two types
of NEs because they have high frequency in the data and
we believe that most of the other types of NEs will be cap-
tured by the main system. For locations we collected all
names where the definition starts with

�éËðX dawlat coun-
try,

�é 	JK
YÓ madiynatcity,
�é 	¢ 	̄ Am× muh. aāfaz.at governorate,�éª£A�®Ó muqāat.a a֒t district,

�éK
Q
�̄

qariyat village, ÉJ.k.
ǧabal mountain,Qm�'. bah. r sea, , etc. We made a list of
16 location keywords and were able to collect 4,587 loca-
tion names. For persons we looked for definitions where
we can find phrases such asú


	̄ YËð wulida fiyborn in, �HAÓ
ú

	̄

maāta fiy died in,I. � 	JÓ É 	ª �� šaġala mans.ib worked
as,ú


	̄ ��A« a֒āša fiylived in, ú

	̄ �PX darasa fiystudied

in, úÎ« É�k h. as.ala a֒laā obtained a degree, etc. We
compiled a list of 60 keywords. With persons the collected
data was noisy as it included disambiguation pages, names
of films, series, prizes, materials, locations, etc. So we had
to use an exclusion list (of 160 keywords) to filter out the
noise, and we collected a total of 16,038 NEs for persons.

3.3. Postprocessing
We perform a post-processing step of cross-fertilisation.
Further Arabic NEs can be obtained by exploiting, on the
one hand, the links between the English, Spanish and Italian
NEs and their corresponding LRs and, on the other hand,
the interconnections holding among these LRs. E.g. if we
have an NE for Spanish that has an equivalent in AWK but
has not been extracted, we can treat it as a candidate Arabic
NE and following the connection to PWN present both in
the Spanish WN and AWN, the new NE can be added to
MINELex and duly connected to AWN. In turn, the NEs
extracted for Arabic can provide further NEs for the other
languages of MINELEx.

3.4. Diacritization
As most Arabic texts that appear in the media (whether in
printed documents or digitalized format) are undiacritized,
restoring diacritics is a necessary step for various NLP tasks
that require disambiguation or involve speech processing.
All the entries in the Arabic WordNet are fully diacritized,
including NEs, and it is desirable, if not required, for com-
patible additions to be diacritized as well. A diacritic in
Arabic is a small mark placed either above or under a letter
to indicate what short vowel will follow that letter. Long
vowels are usually indicated by one of three designated let-
ters.
There are several publications on the automatic diacritiza-
tion of Arabic, using statistical and Machine Learning al-
gorithms, or a hybrid of rule-based and statistical methods.

8http://download.wikimedia.org/arwiki/
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(Elshafei and Al-Ghamdi, 2006) used a hidden Markov
Model (HMM). (Nelken and Shieber, 2005) presented
an algorithm for restoring diacritics to undiacritized MSA
texts using a cascade of probabilistic finite-state transduc-
ers trained on the Arabic treebank, integrating a word-based
and a letter-based language model, and reported accuracy
of over 90%. (Habash et al., 2009) use a morphologi-
cal analyser and Support Vector Machines (SVM) classi-
fiers. (Rashwan et al., 2009) developed a hybrid system
that combines morphological information with probability
estimation algorithms. (Zitouni and Sarikaya, 2009) use a
Maximum Entropy approach for diacritics restoration.
(Alkhalifa and Rodrı́guez, 2009) used an approach simi-

lar to ours for extracting 3850 NEs from AWK and applied
four different heuristics for diacritization. Firstly, translit-
erations of foreign names were left unvowelized when long
vowels are used and no short vowels are needed. Secondly,
in case transliterated names have some short vowels that
need to be restored, translations into English, French, Ital-
ian and Spanish were checked to recover the missing vow-
els. Thirdly, if the component words of the compound
Arabic NEs were found in AWN they are assigned the
same vowelization as in AWN. And lastly if none of these
worked, the NE was left for manual vowelization. How-
ever, their pipeline is not clear as they did not describe how
they decided how words belonged to each of the categories,
and they did not report numerical results as to how much
NEs were diacritized automatically and how much were
done manually.
We developed a diacritization pipeline for restoring vowel
marks for Arabic NEs extracted from AWK. The pipeline
uses different methods ranging from matching with lists
of diacritized names, running words through a state-of-the-
art SVM diacritizer, and linguistically-motivated rule-based
methods as described in Figure 2 below.

Figure 2: Arabic Named Entity Diacritization Pipeline

3.4.1. Searching in Geonames
In this processing stage we extract geonames from two
sources, www.geonames.org and www.geonames.de, and
the names extracted are compared to the NEs that we
extract from AWK, and when they are matched, the correct
diacritization is selected.

www.geonames.org
This is a geographical database that covers 7,226,537 lo-
cations around the word with geographical information
on longitude/latitude, population size, administrative di-
visions, etc. The web site provides dumps for down-
loading the data. One interesting linguistic feature of the
database is that it provides translations into various lan-
guages. There are 35,125 locations that have equivalences
in Arabic. The transliteration system used is UNGEGN
(United Nations Conference on the Standardization of Ge-
ographical Names). The Buckwalter transliteration system
(used in AWN) is an ASCII-only, strictly orthographical

transliteration scheme, representing Arabic orthographyon
a basis of one-to-one letter transformation. This is different
from the former transliteration scheme that take into ac-
count phonological information not expressed in the Arabic
script. The process of transforming UNGEGN into Buck-
walter involves three steps: mapping, scaling and normal-
izing.
1. Mapping. Some Arabic names are provided with translit-
erations while others are provided with translations. In this
step we decide whether the Latin script is a direct transliter-
ation of Arabic or not. This involves resolving ambiguities
related tohamzas, taa’ marboutah, assimilated definite ar-
ticle, doubled letters, etc. The result we obtained for the
mapping is that 29181 out of 35125 names were mapped
correctly (83%).
2. Scaling. In this step we use the vowel marks in the
transliteration and scale it up to give the diacritics for the
words in the native Arabic script. Almost all the NEs that
were correctly mapped were scaled to have full diacritic
marks, that is 29148 names out of 29181 or 99.9%.
3. Normalizing. We use the combined information from
Arabic script and UNGEGN transliteration to resolve am-
biguities and correct common misspellings. This process
involves two steps. First, resolving the ambiguity in the
UNGEGN transliteration related to:

• ‘h’ in the final position which could behaa’ è or taa’
marboutah

�è.
• Hamza‘ ’ ’ could stand for one of five letters in Arabic

@, @, ð, ø and �.
Second, correcting common misspellings in the Arabic
script words related to:

• taa’ marboutah
�è in the final position could be mis-

spelled asè or haa’. This misspelling is pointed out
when the transliteration has a final ‘t’.

• Hamzaon or underalif could be dropped. We make
use of the general morphological rule that “ahamza
must be expressed in proper names” and we rely on
hints from the pronunciation indicated by the translit-
erations to restore the correctHamza.

For example, Muḩ āfaz̧at al Iskandar ı̄yah –
�é 	¢ 	̄ Am×�é�K
PY	Jº�B @ –

��é ��K
P�
�Y 	J

�
º �B� @

��é �	¢
�	̄ A �m

�× , “Governorate of
Alexandria”.

There is a disadvantage of the geonames.org database,
however, in that it is hugely over-representative of Iraqi
locations. We found that the data contains 26,756 names
of locations from Iraq alone. This is 92% of the Arabic
dataset, which leaves us with only 2,392 geonames for the
rest of the world.

www.geonames.de
This is another source of geographical names that provides
information on world countries and their administrative di-
visions, with translation into various languages. A dump
is not provided and we had to write wrappers to crawl the
web site and extract information from web pages and align
the results. geonames.de uses a different transliterationsys-
tem called DIN 31635 . This is a DIN (Deutsches Institut
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für Normung, or the German Institute for Standardization)
standard for the transliteration of the Arabic alphabet. This
is the system used for the transliteration of Arabic through
this paper, except where indicated otherwise. The total
size of the Arabic dataset is 5,947, including names that
have spelling variants (the number of unique headwords is
5,272). We do not use mapping here because all Arabic
words are provided with transliterations, but we still need
to use scaling and normalizing as mentioned above. One
common mistake in this dataset that we needed to nroma-
lize was usingalif maqsouraø into yaa. 5,826 genames
were scaled successfully for this resource. For example,
al-Im ār ātu l-֒Arab ı̄yâtu l-Muttah.idâ –

�é �J
 K. Q ª Ë @ �H@PA ÓB @�èYj��JÖÏ @ –
��è �Yj�

���J �ÜÏ @
��é��J
K.� �Q

�ªË @ ��H@ �PA �ÓB� @, “United Arab Emirates”.

The unique combined list from both geonames.org and
geonames.de is 30,838 location names. When the list is
matched with the AWK NEs, 10% of the names were rec-
ognized. In more details, out of 36,567 Arabic NEs ex-
tracted from the AWK, 943 were found in geonames.org
and 2,656 were found in geonames.de. This means that
although geonames.de is far smaller in size than geon-
ames.org, yet it is more efficient because, as mentioned
above, geonames.org is highly over-representative of Iraqi
locations.

3.4.2. MADA+TOKAN Diacritization

In the second step of our diacritization pipeline, we use
MADA+TOKAN (Habash et al., 2009), a state-of-the-art,
freely-available toolkit. MADA operates by examining a
list of all possible analyses for each word generated by the
Buckwalter Morphological Analyser (BAMA), and then se-
lecting the analysis that matches the current context best by
means of support vector machine models classifying for 19
distinct, weighted morphological features to provide com-
plete diacritic, lexemic, glossary and morphological infor-
mation. One limitation of MADA+TOKAN is that if no
analysis is given by BAMA, no lemmatization or diacriti-
zation is undertaken. BAMA is already limited in its cover-
age of proper nouns; out of 40,222 lemmas in BAMA there
are only 2034 lemmas classified as proper nouns. Another
limitation is that MADA+TOKAN is trained and tested on
the Penn Arabic Treebank (ATB) and therefore its coverage
and quality with other text types is not guaranteed.

We took the list of NEs that were not matched with the
geonames list and analysed it using MADA+TOKAN. The
result is that out of a total of 26894 unique words (af-
ter breaking the list of NEs into single types and re-
moving repetitions), 10083 words received an analysis
by MADA+TOKAN, which means a coverage of 37%.
Here are two examples of the output:

��é�J.ª
�
ºË

�
@, AlkaEobap,

“Kaaba” andÐñ �£Q
�	mÌ'@

��é �ª Ó� A
�g. , jAmiEap AlxaroTuwm,

“University of Khartoum”.

However, an analysis of the results from MADA+TOKAN
shows that not all words are analysed as proper nouns.
Only 2955 out of the 10083 (29%) were detected as proper
nouns, and an incorrect POS analysis usually signals a po-
tentially wrong diacritization choice.

3.4.3. Arabic Word Filter
Next we need to consider words for which no analysis by
MADA+TOKAN was found, or out-of-vocabulary (OOV)
words. We build our post-processing cycles around the fol-
lowing assumptions:

• Most unknown words are foreign names transliterated
into Arabic.

• Transliteration of foreign names usually employs long
vowels instead of short vowels to facilitate correct pro-
nunciation without resorting to short vowels which are
usually ignored in writing.

• Arabic names do not follow this assumption and need
to be excluded.

• The phonetic properties of many Arabic letters (or
sounds) are not found in European languages.

Based on these assumptions we create a filter to exclude
potential Arabic words from the subsequent long-vowel-
guided diacritization step. The Arabic alphabet consists
of 28 letters that can be extended to 35 when addingtaa’
marboutah, alif maqsourahand the five different shapes of
hamza. Out of those 35 characters, there are 12 characters
(roughly one-third)ø K ð � �è h ¨ �� 	    	�
� that are restricted to native Arabic words and seldom,
if ever, used in transliteration. This is due to the phono-
logical fact that they denote sounds specific, to a great ex-
tent, to Arabic and some Semitic languages. By checking
these letters on the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA)
for Arabic9, we find that most of them have no equivalent
in English. When we use this filter, 45% of the total NE
database is identified as Arabic names and the remaining
55% as transliterated. But when we apply the filter to the
words tagged as unknown by MADA+TOKAN, only 8%
of the words were detected as Arabic native words. These
were found to be either transliterations from Hebrew, un-
conventional transliterations or misspellings.

3.4.4. Long-Vowel-Guided Diacritization
Having filtered out possible Arabic words and assuming
that the list we have consists of foreign names transliterated
into Arabic, we apply our long-vowel-guided diacritization
algorithm. The algorithm is a simple set of rules based on
the fact that there are three long vowels in Arabic and these
are represented by letters not diacritics. These are@ alif,
ð waw andø
 yaa’. Alif is the only unambiguous vowel,
waw and yaa can stand for glides besides long vowels.
If any letter is followed by analif, it must have the short
vowel fathah, then, if it is followed by awawor yaa (that
are not themselves followed byalif ), it will have the short
vowel dammahor kasrah, respectively. Then, if a letter
is found preceded by long vowels (alif, waw or yaa) and
followed by a diacritized letter, it will havesukoun. The
result of this step is that 59% of the unknown words are
fully diacritized, as shown by the following examples.

Victor Hugo –ñk. ñë Pñ�JºJ

	̄
– ñ �k. ñ

�ë �Pñ��J
�
ºJ


	̄
�

Barack Obama –AÓAK. ð

@ ¼@PAK. –

�
A �Ó
�
A�K. �ð

�
@
�
¼
�
@ �P
�
A�K.

9http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:
IPA_for_Arabic
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Nicolas Sarkozy –ø

	Pñ»PA� BñºJ
 	K – ø


	P�ñ
�
»�P
�
A ��

�
B
�
ñ
�
ºJ
 	K�

The result of the combined processes of the diacritization
pipeline is that 73% of the NEs in Wikipedia are fully dia-
critized. We consider this as a satisfactory result although
it is not possible to compare it to other work. Previous di-
acritization systems report on the results of diacritization
for normal texts that, in addition to NEs, contain common
nouns, verbs, adjectives and function words. The quality
reported is usually over 90%, but no separate statistics are
given for NEs. Out of vocabulary (OOV) words are gener-
ally responsible for the drop in accuracy in these systems
and most of these OOV words are NEs.

3.5. LMF

Finally, in order to make the procedures independent from
specific LRs we provide an output format compliant to stan-
dards. The elements that are part of this output are mainly
NEs, orthographic variants of these NEs and classes to
which these NEs belong (by means of “instance of” rela-
tions). Due to the fact that this data could be naturally rep-
resented by means of a LR and because the final aim is to
extend LRs with this information we have decided to follow
LMF, an ISO standard for the representation of lexicons, in
order to encode the output.
We have developed a NE repository as a database whose
structure is compliant with LMF. Compared to the initial
design of the MINELex database, we have added the repre-
sentation of diacritics and meta content (confidence, num-
ber of occurrences) of the acquired NEs. The reason to add
this meta content is to allow the use of the repository with
different levels of granularity for different tasks, i.e. one
could use only the NEs above a certain confidence thresh-
old or use only the most widely known NEs (those that oc-
cur more than a given number of times).
The appendix shows an example of the LMF representation
for an Arabic NE, both in the XML and database formats.

4. Results and Discussion

The data used for the evaluation comprises AWN, PWN
2.1, the automatic mappings between PWN 2.1 and PWN
2.0 (Daudé et al., 2003) and a dump of AWK obtained in
February 2010, which contains 234,109 articles and 32,746
categories. In order to evaluate the NE identification, we
have manually annotated a randomly selected set of 1,000
articles that belong to the categories and subcategories cov-
ered by the mapping classifying them in two categories:
NEs (93.9%) and non NEs (6.1%).
Tables 1 and 2 present the results for NE identification over
the annotated set using (i) only the translations in the 10
aforementioned languages and (ii) also the lists described
in 3.2.1., respectively. The tables show the precision, re-
call, Fβ=1 and Fβ=0.5 for different values of a threshold (the
minimum percentage of occurrences beginning with capital
letters to be considered a NE).
As expected, exploiting the NE list obtained from analysing
the abstracts has a notable impact on recall (around 15%
absolute improvement), while precision increases very
slightly.

Table 1: NE identification using Wikipedia for ten lan-
guages

Threshold Precision Recall Fβ=1 Fβ=0.5

0.01 94.70 51.33 66.57 81.01
0.11 95.82 51.22 66.76 81.61
0.21 96.39 51.22 66.9 81.94
0.31 97.74 50.69 66.76 82.44
0.41 98.33 50.16 66.43 82.49
0.51 98.52 49.73 66.1 82.36
0.61 98.5 48.99 65.43 81.94
0.71 98.88 46.96 63.68 80.98
0.81 99.31 45.69 62.58 80.43
0.91 99.25 42.39 59.4 78.25

Table 2: NE identification using Wikipedia for ten lan-
guages and keyword search

Threshold Precision Recall Fβ=1 Fβ=0.5

0.01 95.83 66.13 78.26 87.94
0.11 96.72 66.03 78.48 88.5
0.21 97.18 66.03 78.63 88.8
0.31 98.09 65.5 78.54 89.2
0.41 98.55 65.07 78.38 89.35
0.51 98.7 64.64 78.12 89.29
0.61 98.69 64 77.65 89.04
0.71 98.99 62.62 76.71 88.69
0.81 99.31 61.45 75.92 88.42
0.91 99.28 58.68 73.76 87.21

Table 3 shows the amount of NEs, instance relations and
written forms acquired for the different intervals of the
threshold both without and with NE lists.
The postprocessing phase (see 3.3.) adds additional NEs
by exploiting the English, Spanish and Italian NEs of the
repository. 11,784 English, 6,869 Italian and 6,937 Spanish
NEs have an equivalent in Arabic. Discarding duplicates in
these three sets and NEs that have been already extracted
for Arabic, there remain 6,586 NEs, which are added to the
Arabic repository. Finally, the repository contains 44,315
Arabic NEs.

5. Conclusions
We have adapted and extended a generic methodology to
automatically create a NE lexicon by exploiting AWN and
AWK. The different steps regarding the construction of
this resource including mapping, NE identification, post-
processing and diacritisation have been discussed and eval-
uated. We use the LMF standard for representation in or-
der to provide a classification of entities in the nodes of
taxonomy. The resulting resource contains approximately
45,000 Arabic NEs and can be used with different levels
of granularity for NE recognition. We believe that the re-
source created is very useful for real world applications,
such as parsing, Machine Translation and Question An-
swering systems. In the future, we intend to develop more
heuristics to improve the recall and thus capture more NEs.
The resulting NE repository and the manually annotated
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Table 3: Extracted NEs
Lists Threshold NEs Relations Written

forms

no

≥ 0.91 23,910 27,422 24,887
≥ 0.81 25,620 29,398 26,717
≥ 0.71 26,480 30,421 27,649
≥ 0.61 27,077 31,138 28,323
≥ 0.51 27,469 31,619 28,778
≥ 0.41 28,048 32,287 29,451
≥ 0.31 28,562 32,890 30,034
≥ 0.21 29,261 33,671 30,866
≥ 0.11 30,079 34,593 31,875
≥ 0.01 30,354 34,901 32,205

yes

≥ 0.91 31,284 36,271 32,386
≥ 0.81 32,995 38,247 34,212
≥ 0.71 33,855 39,270 35,143
≥ 0.61 34,452 39,987 35,815
≥ 0.51 34,844 40,468 36,268
≥ 0.41 35,423 41,136 36,940
≥ 0.31 35,937 41,739 37,522
≥ 0.21 36,636 42,520 38,354
≥ 0.11 37,454 43,442 39,363
≥ 0.01 37,729 43,750 39,693

- 7,375 8,849 7,573

NE set can be found athttp://www.ilc.cnr.it/
ne-repository .
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Appendix. LMF output
Figure 3 shows the LMF compliant XML code for the NE�èYj��J ÖÏ @ Õ×


B@ “United Nations”. Tables 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10

and 11 show the equivalent content in MINELex database
format.

Table 4: NE Repository. LexicalEntry table
LE id LE pos

ar le
�èYj��JÖÏ @ Õ×


B@ PN

ar le mnZm N
en le United Nations PN

Table 5: NE Repository. FormRepresentation table

LE id written form v. type script orthog. n.

ar le
�èYj��JÖÏ @ Õ×


B @ ar

�èYj��JÖÏ @ Õ×

B@ full Arab arabicUnpointed

ar le �èYj��JÖÏ @ Õ×

B @ ar �è �Yj�

���J �ÜÏ @ Õ �×
�
B
�
@ full Arab arabicPointed

ar le mnZm ar mnZm full Latin
en le United Nations en United Nations full Latin

Table 6: NE Repository. Sense table
S id LE id res. res. id

ar s
�èYj��JÖÏ @ Õ×


B @ ar le

�èYj��JÖÏ @ Õ×

B@ ar WK 2270

ar s 109710501 ar le mnZm ar WN 109710501
en s United Nations en le United Nations en WK 31769

Figure 3: Method diagram

Table 7: NE Repository. SenseRelation table
source id target id relation

ar s
�èYj��JÖÏ @ Õ×


B@ ar s 109710501 instanceOf

Table 8: NE Repository. SenseAxis table
SA id type

1 eq synonym

Table 9: NE Repository. SenseAxisElements table
SA id element

1 ar s
�èYj��JÖÏ @ Õ×


B@

1 en s United Nations

Table 10: NE Repository. SenseAxisExternalRef table
SA id resource resource id relation

1 SUMO PoliticalOrganization at

Table 11: NE Repository. Confidence table
S id mode occurrences confidence

ar s
�èYj��JÖÏ @ Õ×


B @ wiki10 250 0.996
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